
 

RV-specific events at OSH’12: 
Updated:  7/22/12     0100Z 

Sun 1330 (time could slip up to an hour): 40-ship RV Arrival  

           (lead by Falcon Flight, followed by 18 RVs in a UNIQUE formation, followed by Team RV) 

 

7:30pm  RV-10 Potluck Dinner in Camp Scholler:  http://www.vansairforce.com/community/showthread.php?p=679357 .    

 

Mon 0900-1100: Homebuilders Hangar: RV-1 and Eagle's Nest One on display - Presentations at 1000 

 

1000- 1115: Team RV Interview 

 

1130: Tips & tricks for RV Kits forum 

 

1330: RV-12 Builders Meeting.  Meet at Van’s Aircraft Tent. 

 

1430(ish):  Parade of RV’s starring the RV-1 flown by Van.   

                    Phillips Square with the presentation of the RV-1 to the EAA museum. 

 

During air show:  Team RV 

 

After air show:  RV Social at SOS Brothers tent (43.981820, -88.574254)….DanH coordinator. 

 

Tue 0830: Eagles Nest/Teen Flight Forum – Honda Pavilion (Van will speak) 

 

0900: 8/8A builder gathering:  Theatre in the Woods. 

 

1000: Honoring Van at Theater in the Woods 

 

11:30-12:45  Team RV discusses Airshow Pilot and Formation Flying.  At welcome center. 

 

1300-1415: RV-1 on Display at Homebuilders Hanger 

 

During air show:  Falcon Flight 

 

1800: Van’s Banquet (6pm No Host Bar / 7pm Dinner)  Banquet is sold out. 

 

Wed 0830-0945: Tips & tricks for RV Kits forum 

 

0900: 9/9A builder gathering.  Serving area NW of Phillips 66 Plaza (just S of Honda Jet tent) 

 

1130:  “So you want to build an RV” forum.  Homebuilders Hangar.   

 

Noon: RV-3 Builder/Pilot Gathering at Van’s Tent (next to the RV-1) 

 

2:30 PM - 3:45 PM - Forum Pavilion 06  

What's New At Van's Aircraft? - Dick VanGrunsven, Ken Scott and Gus Funnell will give an update on what VAN's has done 

in the past year, and the latest models. 

 

During air show:  Team RV 

 

6:30pm – 8pm:  Lawnchair Discussion with FAA re: Amateur-built Safety …with Mark Giron (at HBC ‘Area 51’) 

                             More detail on pg 2 of this PDF file. 

 

Thu During air show:  Falcon Flight 

Fri 1300: Homebuilder’s Hangar: Guy Prevost will be discussing the build process, flying and maintenance of his RV-8A. 



 

An Invitation to Talk to the FAA About Amateur-built Safety ...Wed 6:30pm HBC ‘Area 51’ 

Airventure is nearly here.  For most of us, we can't wait,,,although some could use a few more days to put the finishing 
touches on our projects!  Here at the FAA, we're doing the same thing.  It's been a busy year in a lot of ways when it 
comes to policies related to the experimental world.  
 
I work at FAA's Washington, DC Headquarters, in the General Aviation Operations Division, AFS-800.  I serve as the 
subject matter expert on Experimental-Amateur Built policy regarding pilot operations.  I was hoping to utilize the 
knowledge of those attending the show in an open forum last year, only to have to cancel in the final hours due to 
funding...and perhaps a bit of politics.  This year, after all of the dust has settled, I've managed to make the very short list 
of those attending from Washington.  
 
I would like to invite you all to bring a chair and attend a Wednesday Evening 6:30 PM gathering in the Homebuilt Parking 
area (rough location outlined in RED near the Ice Box I'm told).  I've invited some folks from different organizations outside 
the FAA to come out and share their thoughts as well.  I believe it will give you a better sense of what really goes on.  I 
know the silver screen is playing Red Tails at 8 PM, so we'll conclude by then if we get that far.    
 
Here's what I have in mind for the event.  I'd like to have a candid discussion on amateur-built safety.  Some of the topics 
I'll put out there are:  
 
* Transition training and obtaining an authorization (LODA) to do it  
* Recent NTSB Safety Recommendations  
* The fatal accident rate  
*  Some new "stuff" we're looking at  
 
One  thing I'd like to try to avoid:  
* Having to wear Kevlar.  Let's keep the discussions respectful, healthy and meaningful.  
 
This is truly an opportunity to take part in shaping the amateur-built policies of the future.  I hope you'll consider attending.  
 
EVENT INFO:  
 
Wednesday, July 25, 2012  
Time: 6:30PM-8PM  
Location: Homebuilt Parking 
(see picture)  
 
 
Mark E. Giron  
Aviation Safety Inspector, 
General Aviation and 
Commercial Division (AFS-
800)  
Washington, DC HQ 

 

 

 


